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I I n t r o d u c t i o n
Burstiug is (.he priniary mode of electrical activity for a variety of nerve and endocrine cells [l, 2, 3, 4, 51. It is known that, pancreatic fl-cells under normal circumstances display a bursting behavior with alt,ernations hetwcen an active (spiking) state and a silent state 161. To provide the total output of a pancreatic islet, a large number o f~-c e l l s must. cooperate. When int,craction betwcen the individual p-cells is strong, sizeable clusters of cells operate as a single unit. With weaker interaction, however, the mut.ual critrainment of the firing activities of thc coupled cells becomes lesi; w i v i d .
h4any processes in nature may be chamcterized by a significant number pf coexisting regimes a t 'a given set uf parainet,ers but with different initial conditious. A set of possible operating regimes serves as a.11 exarnjile of multistability. We focus on.the phenon~eni~n of phase multistability, i.e., the sirnultaneous ctxisl.cnce of stable syzchronous rcginies with diffrrent .phase relationships between the oscillations. Originally, this type of multistability was observed for diffusively coupled functional units which individually follow the Feigenhaurn period-doubling route to chaos 17, 8, 91 . The hiararchy of mult,istability in identical interacting systems with weak dissipative coupling was studied numerically a d experinientally by Astakhov el. al. [7] . Vadivasova et al. [8] showed that this type of rrmltistability is structurally stable . For a system of two diffusively coupled oscillators operating in the I : 71, regime of self-modulation (n being integer), one expects n. coexisting synchronous solutions that differ from one another by phase shifts. The corresponding synchronization region consists of a set of n Arnol'd tongues embedded.one into the other or shifted with rcspect to the mean synchronization frequency.
To our knowledge; the multistability of bursting oscillators has not yet been examined in detail. de Vries et al. [ll] found asyrnmetrically"p1iase-locked solutions to he typical for coupled heterogeneous beta cells while a set of coexisting out-of-phase regimes was observed for coupled Hindmarsh-Rose models [E, 131. In the present paper, instead of delineating different regimes and following the evolution of various coexisting solutions, we focus on different mechanisms of phase complexity in coupled bursters described by the Sherman niodel [14] . As a quantitative measure of phase dynamics we use the method of effective coupling [15] that provides information on the phase properties of the interacting solutions and on the number of synchronous regimes.
Model and Method
As basis for the present analysis we use the simplified model of a pancreatic ,&cell suggested by Sherman et al. [19] : Fig. 2 . Near the bottom of this figure we observe a Hopf bifurcation curve. Below this curve,. the model has one or more stable eguilibriuni points. Above thc curve we find a region of complex behavior delineated by the period-doubling curve PD'-2.
Along this curve, the first period-doubling of the continuous spiking behavior takes place. In the heart of the region surrounded by PD1-* we find an interesting squid-formed structure with arms of chaotic behavior (indicated in black) st,retching down towards the Hopf bifurcation curve. Each of the arms of the squid-formed structure separates a region of periodic bursting behavior with n spikes per burst from a region with regular (n + l)-spikes per burst behavior. Each arm has a period-doubling cascade leading t o chaos on one side and a saddlenode bifurcation on the other. It is easy to see that the number of spikes per burst becomes large as k s approaches zero.
Since the definition of phase multistability involves the phase difference between the interacting oscillators, the phase variables are the main quantities used to characterize the collective dynamics.
The interaction of two identical oscillators with phases can' be quantified by the evolution of their phase difference A$. In the limit of weak interaction, averaged over a period, the phase dynamics for one of the oscillators can be expressed as In the frame of our research, we assume that the cou- of Sherman model which belongs to class of generalized Fitzllugti-Nagumo models. For such system, it is proved the existance both inphasc and antiphase synchronization in relaxatory limit [21] . The mechanism of such behavior is based on slowing down of phase trajectory in the vicinity of unstable equilihrium point, which in sonic sense similar to dephasing effect described in [17, 181 . hi coupled 3D systems it is difficult t,o make precise statements about the mutual configuration of a synchronous limit cycle and an equilibrium point,. However, the distance between the two objects in phase space is expected t o be important factor affecting the behavior of coupled systems in bursting mode, together with the effect of multicrest wave forms, producing additional complexity in the phase patterns.
For systems demonstrating the period-doubling route to chaos, it was found that the number of synchronous regimes increases when the period of the cycle is increased [7, 8, 91. To consider the phase dynamics of coupled identical Sherman niodels (l), we select route B on the parameter plane (Fig. 2) . In this area a normal period-doubling cascade can be observed in the synchronization states as the dynamics of the individual niodel proceeds from continuous spiking towards bursting [ZO].
The obtained results show that the mechanism of phase multistability developed for the perioddoubling cascade is applicable t o coupled Sherman models as well. However, due to presence of aniphase synchroniLation, the original number of regimes differs from the cases studied in previous works. In our case, the first period doubling increases the number of regimes from 2 to 4, instead of from 1 to 2. T h e second period-doubling bifurcation produces a transition from 4 to 8 regimes, instead of from 2 t o 4.
Phase multistability in the bursting r e g i m e
Bursting dynamics, representing the example of fastand-slow motion, differs from the oscillations in the period-doubled regimes since a silent state exists. This implies that local maxima are distributed nonuniformly over the whole period and the set of possible synchronous states is expected t o have specific features. Let us develop a simplified qualitative analysis to understand how coexisting regimes arise. The basic assumption for such an analysis is a tendency of coupled units to be synchronized with coincidence of local maxima. The more local maxima (spikes) that coincide, the stronger is presumably the stability of the corresponding regime.
S i m p l e qualitative a p p r o a c h
One can easily count the number of possible regimes with overlapping spikes in two time series (Fig. 3) The results of a more formal analysis can be summa-rhed +s follows:
Equidistant spike train _-__ I . We consider a signal ihar; is c h a r a c t e r i d by spiking interval Tsp = nAt and sileuce interval Ti = mAt (h, m are in(.egers) with At = Const.
The' whole period is defined.& T = ( n + m ) A t .
. For two interacting signals p1 ( t ) a.nd z Z ( t ) ,
it is assumed that:ni + m i = n z +rn,~ = A'. 'Po be specific, let, 7~~ < n, and, thus, nL2 > ml 3. If mi < n2 ~ 1, the silent region overlaps with the spike train. Hence, the numbr:r.of possible com-
. binations is equal t,o'Ar8 = n l + m i = N. This coincides with the result, for the self-modulatiori case [lo] or,for the period-doubling crtscade (for which m = 0 and the spike amplitudes are different within a burst). Hence, iuteracting "perfect" bursting oscillators are expected t,o provide eveii more synchronous states t h a i self-modulat+ oscillatious of the same period T .
Konequidistant spike t,rain
Tliis (:;we is perhaps more realistic became t.he typical burstiug scenario involves a gradual reduction of t,he spiking frequency during a burst. In such a situation one can expect the number of coexisting regimes
For the iuteracting bursters to change.
Let onc of spikes in the train be located with a differerit time interval from the ot.her spikes (Fig. 3b) . This does not affmt the fully in-phase regime. However, the stabilit,y of the phase-shifted regimes is likely t.o liecome weaker siiice the coincidence of spikes is not so good a s in Fig. 3 (a) . At the same t,irne, the additional cases of coincidence [or th? "separated" peak appear. However, even through t,hc tendency to synchrouizat,ion may not be strong enough to provide additional stahlc synchronous states, at, least they can produce so-called "ghosts" where phase differences develop slowly.
Limitations of the above approach
In the previous sections we showed that inphase synchronization is not the only possible state for two coupled Shcrrnan models. Additional synchronous states, anti-phase or out-of-phase, are expected to be stable. It is riot clear how the above approach can be extended t o the anti-phase regime and out-of-phase states. At last, for some regimes the time intervals can be different, between all spikes in a train. We conclude that one caiinot be sure that an iucreasing number' of 'coexisting regimes will occur when increasing the spike number per train.
Simulation results
The number of coexisting stable synchronous regimes was monitored when varying the control parameter lis along the route C a s indicat,ed in Fig. 2 . Along this route, the number of spikes in a train increases stepwise when crossing the bifurcation curves. The bifurcation mechanisni in this direction was described by Mosekilde et al. [14] . One typically observes that the n-spike per burst solution destabilizes in a sub- short,-range oscillations of r,) leads to changes of the number of intersections with zero. As a result, the number of stable synchronous states for the %spikes pcr t,rain bursting dynamics is only four.
The hehavioi. described here supports the hypothcsis that, the dephasing effect can play a significant role for the long-range variation of I?* and, hence, C B U S~ the abrupt changes of the number of coexisting segimes. The strcngth of the dcphasing effect can I)c indirectly measured by calculation of the minimal distance U,,,<,, between the limit cycle and the nearby equilibrium point,. Mori! detailed information can be achievcd via a distance profile along the traject,ory on a closed orbit (Fig. 4) . To prodnce this figure, the orbit was dividcd into 5000 pieces of cqud time interval T/5000. The calculated distance D was then plotted againsl, the specified points on the orbit. Surprisingly, This means that the distance vsriation between the limit cycle and equilibrium point rather than the nurnher of spikes per train governs the phase multistability for the bursting regirncs.
Sumnlary
We analyzed a number of mechanisms that cam cause or influence the occurence of phase multistability in two coupled bursters. Our main findings were:
(i)To estimate the number of stable synchronous states for a systeni of two weakly diffusively coupled bursting modcls it is not enough to know the parameter space. Bursting <oscillators often have specilic phasc portraits, involving regions of fast and slow motion, passing of trajectories close to singular points, etc. As a result, the dephasing effect can play an important, role in the formation arid evolution of coexisting rq,' ' Times.
(ii)The niinirrial dist,ance from a limit, cycle to an equilibrium point was suggested as a diagnostic tool t,o cstimate the strength of depliasing. We revealed an apparent correlation between the minimal distanca and nuniber of coexisting solutions.
Our analysis was based on the method of effective coupling which is valid for vanishingly weak diffusive coupling. However, we checked our results by direct numerical simulations for coupling strengths 
